
            ECOclub Activity Abstract  

2021-22 

           The objective of Ecoclub of School of Engineering is to sensitize students on 

environmental issues and create an attitude of caring and sharing of natural resources. 

The ECO club members create awareness through Guest lectures, Workshops, Quiz, 

Competitions, Creating wealth out of waste, Poster presentations. The ECO club also 

nurtures a 'Natchathira Vanam' (Star Tree Garden ) where trees associated with twenty 

seven stars are adopted, nurtured and cared for by a large group of students of 

corresponding stars. 

Year Name of programmes 
   Number of 

   Beneficiaries 
2021-22  Conducted a workshop entitled “An Effective 

       Waste Management Practice” on 11.05.2022 at Star   

       Tree Garden of Campus II. Dr.R.Nithya Associate  

       Professor and Head, Department of Civil  

       Engineering, School of Engineering, 

Avinashilingam Institute was the resource person 

 Organised Webinar on “Facts  on Elephants- The 

Amazing Animal ” on 28th Jan 2022 and the resource 

person is Dr. N.S. Manoharan 

 Conducted a World Nature Conservation Day special 

lecture on “Role of Youth in Conservation of Vulture” 

on 28th July 2021 and the resource person is Dr. R. 

Venkitachalam, Vulture Conservationist 

  World Environment day webinar on “Environmental 

Challenges- Post pandemic Period “on 5th June 2021 

and the resource person is Dr. R. Mary Josepine 
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REPORT ON WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY 5th  JUNE 2021 

                 
          The  program started with a beautiful song on nature sung by Miss Vasantha Varshini  A 

of I B.E followed by the welcome address by Miss Varna D of I BE who added on the history 

of the formation of this day by the UNO. Director, SoE Prof. K.N. Rajarao  gave his insightful 

presidential address on this event in addition to that he gave the statistics of the biowaste and 

medical waste produced in our country and how important it is for the engineers to work on 

the management of waste. Miss. Gayathri K of I B.E introduced DR.MISS.MARY 

JOSEPHINE has got many prestigious awards and has been a backbone in guiding students in 

their projects. In her session, she stated with basics like biotic, abiotic, micro and macro 

environment and climate like a tsunami which gave  a strong foundation in young minds and 

went on the topic of discussion “ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES POST PANDEMIC 

PERIOD” She presented with a video of beautiful landscapes of Earth which was 

mesmerizing. 

                                   

          The challenges faced after the pandemic was discussed from the World level to the local 

level. Why must action be taken? It affects the economic level of rural areas and thus the 

country's economy. Due to the country's long lockdown, the pollution level has been reduced 

Dr. Mary Josephine started her presentation on nature 
Mr. K. Kalidasan, President, Osai NGO, an  inspiring talk on Youth 

and Environment 



significantly from the restoration of the water ecosystem of the holy rivers to air quality. 

Though these lockdowns increased household waste and medical waste such as PP suits, 

masks, etc., and further, she suggested many ways to have a sustainable environment by 

reducing the carbon footprint. Through her speech, she insisted on planting saplings and shrubs 

which fills the place with pleasant sight while fresh air paved the way for us to have physical 

and psychological sustainability 

            The next speaker DR.K.KALIDASAN, who was introduced by Miss. Brundha 

Priyadharshini of Final Civil Engineering and mentioned his membership in various 

communities, his awards for protecting wildlife.   

                                                                               

          He carried out the session in his mother tongue TAMIL, as we know that we express our 

emotions and beliefs in the best form in our mother tongue. Participants were astonished to 

hear that the first conference held in 1972 was organized by young engineers which were 

attended by the World leaders. Though many of the countries neglected its importance at first 

in 1992, the world has changed a lot in the last 2 decades, and thus the conference held in 

Brazil was attended by all the countries. he stated lots of facts and also the research studies 

which backs up these facts like air quality of India, Earths living quality. He mentioned about 

Paris conference and its significance which was organized by UNO. In that, he explained why 

Venus is the hottest planet in our solar system? though it is the second planet from the Sun. 

that is because of the CO2 in its atmosphere. And made the students to wonder what will 

happen to the earth if the air composition is changed. Climate change and its effects were 

discussed further. Thought we need development for the betterment of life but at the same time 

that same development affects nature. Development must be planned sustainably. He told us 

the history of the Siruvani entering the Coimbatore province which nourished the area. The 

ecosystem is a cycle, each and every step affects the total cycle so be careful and maintaining 

that is in our house. Small changes are the start of the bigger change. The session was very 

informative and interactive. Ms. Jana Sruthi G U of III Biomedical Instrumentation Engineering proposed the 

vote of thanks. 318 participants took part in this event through G meet and live stream.  

 In connection with World Environment Day 2021, an awareness quiz on environment 

was conducted through google form. 136 members actively attended the quiz. 

  

Quiz link: https://forms.gle/6bMBEdqJEpJPCqKFA 

 

 

 



 



Avinashilingam Institute for Home Science and Higher Education for women 
School of Engineering 

Department of Science and Humanities 
A special lecture on “World Nature Conservation Day 2021” organised by the Ecoclub on 

28.07.2021 connected virtually through Google meet. Our Guest Speaker was  
Dr.R.Venkitachalam, Vulture Conservationists, Assistant professor of Zoology, Kongunadu Arts 
and Science College (Autonomous), Coimbatore-29, delivered a special lecture on role of 
students in the  nature and Vulture conservation. 

 

 

 

1.The program  was d anchored by 
KAVIYA.P.L  II  BE FPPT .  

2.The program was started with a 
prayer song sung by ABIRAMI of  II 
nd  BE  FPPT  and VASANTHA 
VARSHINI of II nd  BE.BMIE   

3.Welcome address was given 
by VARNA.D  of II  BE FPPT  

4. Chief guest was welcomed 
by VIGASIINI .S of III  BE BMIE , 
Chair person of Ecoclub, 
School of Engineering 



The program mainly focused on , 

 About the biodiversity  
 Vulture conservation 
 Action plan of vulture conservation and  NGO’s of India  involved in vulture conservation   
 Significance of vulture conservation. 

 

Vote of thanks was given by Kothainachiar.K of II nd  BE FPPT.  At the end of the webinar   Feed back 
link was given to students for the improvement of upcoming program. Interactive session was very 
effective and informative to the students. Many doubts were asked by our students and cleared by the 
chief guest.    Dr.R.Pappa  Ammal, Ecoclub Incharge organized the program  and the  report was 
written by VARNA.D of II nd  BE FPPT  an active Ecoclub member. 

Total  number of beneficiaries - 100  

 

 

 



 

 



 
Report on Ecoclub webinar on Facts on Elephants- The Amazing Animal 

 

The session was started with a wonderful prayer song by 

VasanthaVarshini A from II B.E BMIE. Gowri K from II B.E CSE 

introduced the chief guest with his achievements. Dr.N.S.Manoharan started 

the session by sharing the fact that “Elephants are the LARGEST ANIMAL 

LIVING IN LAND”. 

           

           He took references from the Hindu Scripts named GAJA SHASTRA 

which is wholly about the elephants. For each and every animal there will be 

a wide variety of species but it was interesting to know that only two species 

are existing at present namely AFRICAN and ASIAN. Elephants and human  

beings are similar in many ways like life span and age of maturity. We have 

one of the 12 WORLD HOTSPOTS in the World that is fortified WESTERN 

GHATS. He made us to think for a while as he was mentioning about the 

eating habits and amount it consumes but still it does not destroy the forest 

but in turn they propagate forest. Elephants' trunks can have no bone and can 

even pick a pomegranate seed, which is an interesting thing. Elephants are 

grazers and browsers and they eat all the three tiers of a plant. 

Though elephants are peace full animal, they live in a herd and thus they 

are very protective in nature. But, we encounter some negative interactions 

with them. Even it is a calm animal but in some point of time they are forced 

to react. Elephants are the navigators of the jungle due to the 

commercialization of the hill regions by tea plantation and other intensive 

farming activities. 

Dr. N.S. Manoharan’s talk on Facts on Elephants 



 

 

Development of infra structures must be sustainable. It is not that 

development must be avoided but in turn they must be acceptable to wild 

animals too. He showed the elephant interfering with the village field and 

urban area. And for the one picture where the elephants were chased using 

fire he said that “We must live along with the animals and not to hurt them”. 

The activities carried out in the MUDUMALAI elephant camp by the forest 

officials was very inspiring by training the kumki elephants and using them to 

navigate wild elephants into the forest. 

 

He mentioned that it is painful to see traces of plastic bags in elephant 

dung, basically elephants are hygienic animals and are cautious of what they 

eat but due to the sense of salt and sugar from the snack packs. And 

finally he emphasized on the DO's and DON'Ts when we are in a forest, 

especially when we are seeing the elephants during the ride. We should not 

make noise, use of fire and follow safe distance. 

Evolution of Elephants and Ecological Parameters 



 
 

 
 

         The resource person shared the video in which the kumki is helping a 

young female elephant which fell into the well where he gently pulled her out 

of the well using a rope and the ramp built. And the most interesting fact is 

that the female thanked the kumki and went into the forest. During the 

question answer session he mentioned that Sathyamangalam Tiger Reserve 

has received an award for doubling the tiger population in 10 years. He was 

so patient and answered all the questions. He also told the significance of  

Arignar Anna Zoological  Park (AAZP) . 

 183  Participants attended the program and enjoyed the session.  

 

 

 



 



 
 

Avinashilingam Institute for Home Science and Higher Education for women 

School of Engineering 
 

Ecoclub Report 

 

A workshop on “An Effective Waste Management Practice”was organised by the 

Ecoclub, School of Engineering on 11.05.2022at Star Tree Garden of Campus II. The Guest 

Speaker was Dr.R.NithyaAssociate Professor and Head, Department of Civil Engineering,School 

of Engineering,Avinashilingam Institute for Home Science and Higher Education for Women, 

Coimbatore-108. 

 

 
       Chief Speaker, Ecoclub Incharge and Ecoclub members during the workshop 

 
 



 

Chief Speaker explains about Home Composting 
The program mainly focused on, 

 About the biodegradable and recyclable waste 
 Composting done by a home composter machine and it’s working methodology and 

construction was explained by the resource person 
 Composting the biodegradable wastes in to efficient manure. 

 

Vote of thanks was proposed by Sreeja of I BE Artificial Intelligence and Data Science .Interactive 

session was very effective and informative to the students. Many doubts were asked by our students 

and cleared by the chief guest. Dr.R.Pappa Ammal, Ecoclub In charge organised the program  and  

spoken about the entrepreneurial aspects of  composting technology. The report was written 

by V. C. Shreenhithi of II BE Food Processing and Preservation Technology as   an active Ecoclub 

member. 

Total number of participants: 84 

 
 
 

 


